This paper discusses a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm developed by Marsman, Maris, Bechger, and Glas (2015) . The algorithm is derived from first principles, and it is proven that the algorithm becomes more efficient with more data and meets the growing demands of large scale educational measurement.
Introduction
Bayesian inference in educational measurement often demands that we sample from posterior distributions of the form:
where x is a vector of binary observations, f (η) is a prior density, and
is a logistic cumulative distribution function (cdf) with location −b i a where r = 0, . . . , n. Define, for r = j, the random indicator variables
Then, for j ∈ {0, . . . , n},
where y j = (y rj ) r =j .
Proof. Trivial
The next sections will explain the significance of Lemma 1 and, to this aim, its notation will be used throughout the text. Observe that the joint distribution f j (z j , y j ) in the lemma is of the same form as the posterior distribution in Equation 1. For our present purpose, we choose F 0 to be the prior distribution, and assume that F i , for i > 0, is logistic so that f 0 (η, x) corresponds to the target posterior f (η, x); defined by Equations 1 and 2. The random variables Z 0 , . . . , Z n will be called auxiliary variables. The letters i, j and r are reserved for indexes with i running from one to n and j and r from zero to n. We use the original indexes when we refer to entries of y j . For example, the second entry of y 2 = (y 02 , y 12 , y 32 , . . . , y n2 ) will be written as y 12 . This makes it easy to remember that y 12 = (z 1 ≤ z 2 ).
About the Algorithm
We explain how the algorithm is used to generate plausible values starting with the simple case where all items in the test are equivalent (Rasch) items and the item response functions (IRF), F i (η), are standard logistic cdfs. The problem is then the following: A student produces an item response pattern x and our aim is to sample from the posterior of ability:
where we assume a standard logistic prior f (η). Note that, even in this simple case, the posterior is not a known distribution and the problem is not trivial and many have therefore turned to normal-ogive models.
The Simplest Case
A posterior f (η|y) can be defined as the collection of values of η that generate the observations y (cf. Rubin, 1984, section 3.1) . This powerful idea implies that we can sample from the posterior if we can simulate data (e.g., Marsman, Maris, Bechger, & Glas, 2017) . In IRT, simulating data is simple and entails sampling from the joint distribution f (η, x) = P (x|η)f (η) by first drawing an ability η * from f (η) and then responses y from P (x|η * ). On this occasion we are not interested in the data but in the ability that generated the data. To wit, if an ability η * generates a response pattern y, it is a plausible value for a student with y + correct responses.
Unfortunately, it is likely that y + = x + and we generate a plausible value for the wrong student. A solution is to simulate a number of response patterns and keep the ability that generated a response pattern whose sum equals x + . To this effect, we use Lemma 1 which provides the following algorithm to simulate n + 1 response patterns from one sample of auxiliary variables:
Algorithm 1 Sample data using Lemma 1 for r = 0 to n do Sample: z r ∼ F r (z)
for j = 0 to n do for r = j do Produce an item response:
Algorithm 1 implements the method of composition (Tanner, 1996) as we described it earlier. That is, we draw a sample z 0 , . . . , z n of auxiliary variables each of which is then called on to be the ability and used to generate item responses. We illustrate this with a small example.
Example 1 (Toy Example). For example, if we sample z 2 ≤ z 1 ≤ z 3 ≤ z 0 we generate four response patterns:
y 2 = (0, 0, 0) and y +2 = 0 y 1 = (0, 1, 0) and y +1 = 1 y 3 = (0, 1, 1) and y +3 = 2 y 0 = (1, 1, 1) and y +0 = 3
Note that, obviously, we do not generate each of the 2 3 = 8 possible response pattern but we do generate each possible score.
Finally, we observe that we can actually get our plausible value without calculating the response patterns. The sum y +j is, by definition, the number of values smaller than z j . This means that each generated response pattern has a different sum and there is always one whose sum corresponds to x + . Noting that this response pattern is generated by the (x + + 1)th smallest of the auxiliary variables we find the following procedure to generate a plausible value for the student with a test-score
Algorithm 2 SM-AB Algorithm for r = 0 to n do Sample: z r ∼ F r (z)
Select the (x + + 1)th smallest of the z r
Note that this algorithm is simple and computationally cheap. Only a partial sort is required to find the (x + + 1)th smallest of set of numbers and computation time is of order n. For later reference, we call Algorithm 2 the Sum-Matched Approximate Bayes (SM-AB) algorithm: The name will be explained in the next section.
The General Case
In practice, the items will differ in difficulty and/or discrimination and we now consider what happens when the items follow a 2PL. This means that the item response functions are logistic as in Equation 2 with a i > 0 the discrimination and b i the easiness parameter of item i.
The Sum-Matched Approximate Bayes Algorithm:
Formally, Algorithm 2 draws a value η * from a proposal, f j (η|y), such that y + = x + . A sample of auxiliary variables determines which proposal is selected. This means that the proposal is random and the algorithm produces an independent sample from a mixture of proposals as illustrated with the following example.
Example 2 (Toy Example Cont.). Suppose that x + = 1 and we select z 1 which is drawn from a proposal f 1 (η|y 1 = (0, 1, 0)) = f 1 (η|x + ). If we repeat this a number of times we might:
Note that each sample of auxiliary variables generates a unique response pattern and each of these is a random permutation of the observed response pattern x.
If the auxiliary variables are identically distributed, all proposals are the same and we always sample from the target posterior. This is no longer true when the prior is not standard logistic and/or the items are not equivalent. Specifically, if j = 0, η * is drawn from:
where y +j = x + . We see that the prior trades places with the IRF of the jth item so that, once more, we sample a plausible value for the wrong student; that is, a student who scored x + correct answers on a (slightly) different test. If, for instance, f 0 is a normal prior, we would sample from a posterior where the prior is logistic and the jth item is a normal-ogive item (Lord & Novick, 1968, pp. 365-366) . A further complication is added when the items differ in discrimination and the sum is no longer sufficient. Even if j = 0 we would not sample from the correct posterior unless the weighted sums match; i.e., i a i y i0 = i a i x i . It follows that in any realistic situation, η * is most likely drawn from a proposal that approximates the target posterior. The name we gave to Algorithm 2 is intended to emphasize that each approximate proposal is "matched" to the target posterior on the sum; i.e., the number of correct answers. 
The Sum-Matched Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm:
The SM-AB algorithm produces an independent sample from an approximate posterior and although experience suggests that it works quite well (see Figure 1) , it is not exact. As a remedy, Marsman et al. (2015) add a Metropolis-Hastings step (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, & Teller, 1953; Hastings, 1970) and construct a dependent sample from the target posterior. This gives us the Sum-Matched Metropolis-Hastings (SM-MH) algorithm:
1. Draw an ability η * and a response pattern y j from f j (η * , y j ) 2. Take
The MH algorithm produces a sample from a Markov chain. The acceptance probability function π(η (t) → η * ) is chosen such that the following detailed balance condition holds:
and the chain converges to the target posterior f 0 (η|x) for any initial value η (0) . This means that the SM-MH algorithm produces a sequence of values such that, as t increases, the distribution of these values more closely approximates the target posterior. Note that the MH algorithm works with any proposal even if it is random (Tierney, 1994) .
After some algebra, detailed in the Appendix, we find that the acceptance ratio α can be written as:
with, for j = 0,
Note that the MH step adds little computational complexity and the expressions remain simple for large values of n.
The acceptance ratio indicates how probable the new value η * is with respect to the current value, according to the target posterior. If j = 0, it depends only on the difference between the weighted sums of the generated and the observed response pattern. If j = 0, it also accounts for the fact that item j has traded places with the prior.
Example 3. If, for example, we have Rasch items and assume a logistic prior
for any j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, so that we always accept if j = 0. If all items are equivalent, we accept regardless of j and the MH algorithm reduces to the SM-AB algorithm.
Simulation Experiments
In this section, we present some simulation results to evaluate the computational burden and the auto-correlation in samples produced by the SM-MH algorithm. We use the R-code given in the Appendix on a ASUS R301L laptop with an Intel i5 CPU with a clock speed of 2.2 GHz and 3.8 gigabytes of memory running Ubuntu. 
Computational Complexity
The complexity of the algorithm is determined by the generation and sorting of the auxiliary variables. As mentioned above, finding the (x + + 1)th smallest value of a set of numbers does not require a full sort. In fact, it can be done in linear time using the quickselect algorithm (Hoare, 1961) which means that computation time increases linearly with n as illustrated 3 in Figure 2 . Note that loops are time-consuming when performed in R. Especially when n is large, significant computational advantages can be obtained by coding (parts of) the algorithm in a compiled language (e.g., C, C++, Fortran, Pascal). Comparing, for example, the right with the left-hand panel in Figure 2 shows that a C implementation is about thirty times faster.
Autocorrelation and Convergence
If we accept all proposed values in the first two iterations, convergence is almost immediate (see Figure 1 ). After these first iterations, acceptance rates remain high. Figure 3 gives an impression of typical autocorrelations with n = 50 observations. The left panel shows that, when the items are Rasch items, the SM-MH algorithm comes close to generat- ing an independent and identically distributed sample, with virtually no autocorrelation whatsoever. The right panel shows that autocorrelations are higher when items differ in discrimination. Even then, Figure  4 suggests that autocorrelations vanish when n increases and acceptance probabilities go to one. It is the burden of the next sections to prove that this is indeed the case.
Efficiency of the SM-AB Algorithm when n Increases
In this section, we will prove that, as n increases, the SM-AB algorithm will increasingly produce proposals that are accepted in the MH step. The SM-AB and the SM-MH will become equal and the cost of producing a sample of n observations from the posterior approximates that of generating a sample of n observations under the posited model; i.e., one response pattern 4 . We first demonstrate that the proposal value converges to the true value. We then demonstrate that acceptance rates in the SM-MH algorithm will increase in proportion to the square root of n.
Convergence
Here is a second lemma that proves that the proposal value from the SM-AB algorithm will converge (strongly) to the true value of η.
Lemma 2. Consider a set of n+1 independent random variables Z * 0 , . . . , Z * n . Define a second, set of n + 1 random variables Z 0 , . . . , Z n such that Z r ∼ Z * r , for all r ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then, Proof. Define the random function Z * n (t) (and similarly Z n (t)) to be
. We find the difference between the random functions Z n (t) and Z * n (t) to be characterized by a simple random walk:
where
Although Lemma 2 is admittedly technical, it has a simple interpretation. To wit, "nature" uses Algorithm 1 and samples z * 0 = η from a distribution f 0 (z * 0 ), and n item responses x i = (z * i ≤ z * 0 ). The SM-AB algorithm imitates nature. It samples a second set of n + 1 independent variables Z r such that Z r ∼ Z * r and offers the (x + + 1)th order statistic as a proposal value. Lemma 2 states that this proposal value will be arbitrary close to η for large n. A numerical illustration is shown in Figure  5 .1 where we plotted several chains produced by the SM-AB algorithm.
Figure 5: Consider a person with ability η = −0.21 that answers n (different) 2PL items. We used the SM-AB algorithm a number of times to estimate η for every n based on all previous responses (solid lines). Hoeffding's inequality implies the 95% confidence bounds (dotted lines) Figure 5 .1 also provides confidence bounds and an interval which contains 95% of the chains we might generate. The key observation is that the confidence interval decreases with the square root of n. How the confidence bounds were derived will be explained in the following paragraph. 
Convergence Rate
The confidence bounds in Figure 5 .1 are implied by the classical Hoeffding inequality (Hoeffding, 1963 ). Hoeffding's inequality, in its simplest form, deals with n independent but not necessarily identically distributed random variables X 1 , . . . , X n that are all defined on the unit interval. Hoeffding's inequality puts a bound on the difference between the mean value of these variables X = 1 n n i=1 X i and its expected value E(X):
for an arbitrary positive real number ε. As a simple illustration consider n copies of a Bernoulli random variable X i ∈ {0, 1} with success probability p. The expected value of the mean of these random variables E(X|p) = p, and (5) implies that
for all positive real numbers ε. In other words, the probability that X lies in an arbitrary small interval around its expected value goes to one if n goes to infinity. Or, if we fix n and define α = 2 exp −2nε 2 , X can be found with probability 1 − α in an interval of width 2 log (2/α) 2n
around its mean. If we have a test taker with ability η that answers a set of n 2PL items, the mean of the response X has expected value
Figure 5.1 shows an example where we plotted the mean together with the 95% confidence interval (i.e., α = 0.05) around its expected value for different values of n. Note that the width of the confidence interval decreases in proportion to the square root of n; e.g., multiplying n by four halves the interval. Hoeffding's inequality, together with the monotonicity of E(X|η, a, b) as a function of η, implies that an estimatorη obtained by solving
converges to the true value of η if n goes to infinity. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .2 in which the same person, items and responses are used as in Figure 5 .1. The confidence bounds are obtained by inverting E(X|η, a, b) as function of η and evaluating the resulting function in the bounds implied by Hoeffding's inequality 5 . As with the mean, the width of the confidence interval decreases in proportion to the square root of n.
We can estimate η using a generated response pattern instead of the observed one. To this aim, we determineη by solving E j (Y |η, a, b) = Y , where Y = X, and E j () denotes the expected value of the mean under the proposal. While E j () is a monotone function of η, it is not equal to the one under the model (7) because, if j = 0, one item response function is replaced by the prior cdf. It will be clear, however, that the difference becomes negligible as n goes to infinity so thatη converges toη and the confidence bounds apply to both estimators. Thus, the confidence bounds in Figure 5 .1 are based on Hoeffding's inequality, and 95% of the realizations of the SM-AB algorithm stay withing these bounds and are ever closer to the true value of η as n increases.
Discussion
We have discussed a MH algorithm proposed by Marsman et al. (2015) and have proven that it becomes more efficient when more data becomes available and scales-up to handle large problems. Marsman et al. (2015) introduce their algorithm is a few phrases and present no derivation. We have found that the complete formal underpinning for the algorithm is provided by two lemmas. It is worth noting that these lemmas are valid for any distribution of the auxiliary variables which implies that the SM-algorithms can be used, and with minimal changes, for any IRT model where the item response functions are distribution functions as in a normal-ogive model. Lemma 2, is of independent interest because it implies that ability can be estimated consistently from the number-correct score under any monotone IRT model.
That the algorithm becomes better with more data is an important property that, to the best of our knowledge, is not shared by any of the existing samplers; e.g., Patz and Junker (1999) , or Maris and Maris (2002) . The most widely used MCMC algorithm in educational measurement is probably the data-augmentation (DA) Gibbs sampler proposed by Albert (1992) ; see also Albert and Chib (1993) and Polson, Scott, and Windle (2013) . Compared to the SM-algorithms, the DA Gibbs sampler has two important disadvantages. First, it is restricted to normal-ogive models and forces the user to adopt normal priors. Second, DA causes auto-correlation and this auto-correlation will not diminish as more data are observed. Especially with large datasets 6 , good starting values are essential for the algorithm to reach the posterior support whereas the SM-AB algorithm takes us there in a few iteration.
In closing, we will sketch a possible extension for future research. That is, we adapt the sampler for models where response patterns are restricted to lie in a subset S. To this effect, we adapt the MH step, as it stands, and multiply α in (3) by:
where Z(η) = i (1+e a i η+b i ) is the normalizing constant in the proposal, and Z S (η) is the normalizing constant when y ∈ S. This extension of the algorithm is useful because would allow us to handle multi-stage designs and/or polytomous item responses. Springer-Verlag. Tierney, L. (1994) . Markov chains for exploring posterior distributions.
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Appendix

The Acceptance Probability Function for the MH Algorithm
Letη denote the current parameter value, η * the proposal value so that
.
We now find the expression for α when the F i , for i = 1, . . . , n are logistic as in (2). The case for j = 0 is relatively simple and we focus on deriving expressions for the case where j = 0. First, ignoring terms unrelated to η, we find that
where D i (η) = 1 + exp(a i η + b i ). We will simplify this further. Since j = 0,
, a j > 0.
It follows that:
Hence, we find that:
How complex the rest-term is depends on the prior. If the prior is logistic with parameters a 0 and b 0 ,
Let ∆ = (η * − η ). It follows that, for j = 0, and with a logistic prior:
where r runs from 0 to n. Thus, if the items are Rasch items and the prior is logistic with scaling parameter a 0 = 1 and mean b 0 we find that for any j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} given that the sum-scores are matched.
R Code
As a courtesy to the reader we provide a minimal set of R-scripts (R Core Team, 2016 ) that read as pseudo-code for readers who program in other languages.
Quickselect
At the time of writing, the quickselect algorithm is not yet implemented in R. A C++ implementation can be made available via the Rcpppackage (Eddelbuettel & Francois, 2011) . ## identify s=sum(delta)/sum(alpha) m=1/sd(theta) delta = delta-s*alpha
